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 Apple certified engineers are not able to run Apple software on a VM for security reasons. Deployment Orka is a deployment
technology built on top of the IBM Container Engine. Orka takes advantage of the Enterprise Mobility Suite, which is a

complete cloud computing platform that includes a container registry. Orka defines the deployment process for containers
within the IBM Container Engine. It is not recommended to use Orka for container management in development. References

External links Official website Category:Virtualization softwareQ: Output of a function taking multiple inputs I have a question
regarding the output of a function. Let's assume I have a function double myFunc(int a, int b, int c) { return a+b+c; } When I

run this in the command line it gives me the correct output : ./my_program 3 5 2 output : 7 but when I try to get this output in a
function like this : void my_func(int a, int b, int c) int* output = malloc(sizeof(double)); double myFunc(a,b,c); *output =

myFunc; printf("%d ", output); then I get this output : 7 0 Why? A: Your malloc will succeed, but your pointer doesn't point to
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any memory (the memory being dynamically allocated by malloc is outside of the stack). Instead, you have to return the value
and pass it to the function call to print it. You're returning the address of the local variable which has been destroyed after the

function returns. You should return the value of the function, then use the return value in the printf: ", *output); #
frozen_string_literal: true class User
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